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Introduction
In September 2020, Actuose published a whitepaper for the Vocational
Education and Training (VET) sector, defining an Operational Framework
for Industry Skills Development. On publication, it received a positive
response from industry.
The paper outlined the struggle for the VET sector
to self-change in response to clear and consistent
strategic drivers. In our view, necessary modernisation in the VET sector has been stifled, not for
lack of change appetite, but for the absence of an
implementable and practical way to change.
This paper builds on our Operational Framework
for Industry Skills Development and provides a
flexible modular pathway for RTOs to consider
when embarking on their transformational
journey.
There are many exemplary models, across the
industry, that work hard to meet the needs of the
student, industry and government requirements
within the current funding models. Our observations are that it is this balancing act that can
sometimes tip an RTO, or a department, into the
red even though they have best practice offerings
and services.
Recent industry papers also
indicate that the VET sector is still falling short of
meeting student and industry needs.

Drawing on our many years of collective experience, we have developed a four-lens transformational approach for the VET sector, focusing on
students, products, employers, and the institute.
The four lensed approach determines the initial
focus of any change through one of the four
lenses and starts to build an implementation plan
from this point. The benefits of this approach are
numerous, but initially it provides a focus on and
builds a foundation for small incremental steps,
which can be planned based on business priorities. By building the foundation, RTOs can start
to move towards a model focused on education
delivery balanced with the business of education.

What if you could identify revenue
leakage, increase income and structure
the people and processes more cost
effectively?
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The Business of Education
We understand the concept of education as a
business can appear dichotomic to educators.
There is a long-held view within the sector that
“Education is education, and it should not be run
as a business”. Whilst, historically that may have
been true, in today’s tertiary education world,
the “business of education” is quickly becoming
a reality. RTOs are increasingly pressured to
improve student, industry and employment
offerings with reduced funding and increased
competition. As a result, many RTOs feel unsupported and do not know where to start.
Let’s explore what “the business of education”
actually means.
Government funding models over recent years are
forcing the tertiary education sector to operate
in an increasingly competitive environment.

RTOs are now required to shine the light on their
current state operating frameworks and move to
sustainable business models. The Government’s
vision is for RTOs to deliver quality education and
value to its customers without relying solely on
Government funding.
When presented with the prospect that RTOs
must become business focused, many institutes
conclude that funding constraints are the primary
barrier that inhibits their ability to transform
and pivot. Whilst this is undoubtably a consideration, there are other areas within an institute
to search for answers. Most RTOs run a tight
ship; however, from our experience and observations, there are still opportunities for eliminating
revenue leakage, increasing income and operating more cost effectively.
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Operating Framework
An operating framework is the engine room of a
business which should aim to extract maximum
benefit from all aspects of the business and keeps
the cogs (process, people and systems) welloiled and working together to keep the institute
running at optimum efficiency.
Our Operational Framework for Industry Skills
Development takes the RTOs perspective in
tackling their regular planning cycle, provides
solutions for common challenges, such as administration deflection1, delivery options for courses
and cohorts, and ways to incorporate other
VET Reforms (see Figure 1).

Figure 1

Optimisation of an entire operating framework
can be daunting, particularly if the target model
is vastly different from the existing state. An
immediate implementation from A to B may not
be feasible, and in many circumstances, undesirable. Large scale change can be overwhelming
and difficult to navigate and naturally comes
with inherent organisational risks. Within risk,
however, there lies opportunity. The key is to
break down the organisation change into key
components, and we recommend planning is
commenced through the views of four individual
lenses.
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Implementation - the Four Lenses
Our four lensed pathway to implementing the operational framework puts
RTOs in control of their journey to positive, impactful change.
The implementation can have different starting
points; students, products, employers or the
institute. The first steps in the implementation
can focus on one, several or all of the viewpoints.
Figure 2 highlights the lenses and the benefits
achieved from each viewpoint.
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Figure 2

When a goal is set, and a starting point identified, a deep dive is taken into a specific area
to understand the department’s environment
and current operational pain points. From this,
a detailed transition plan is developed identifying managed and incremental steps towards
positive, impactful change.
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The following explores the four lenses relevant to RTOs when considering
the implementation of our Operating Framework.
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The product lens approach focuses on revenue generation, with
a review of the product and course offerings within the current
scope of registration, to determine financial viability and identify
opportunities to increase study entry points with the RTO.
Potential new revenue streams are also explored to meet local
needs.
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Product Lens

Maximising
revenue

OPERATING
FRAMEWORK

The product lens is the recommended starting point if the RTO
seeks to increase revenue for funding any continued changes or
larger scale transformation. As outlined in the McKinsey Quarterly, when companies can snag quick wins early in the transformation process, they can then use the savings to fund longer term
ambitions2.

The Four lenses
through which you can
implement your
operating framework

Student Lens
The VET Reform Roadmap3, the Joyce Report4 and other reviews
referred to in the original white paper alongside the author’s experiences have indicated that RTOs typically approach change with
an internal operational focus, occasionally overlooking important
student, employer and industry considerations.
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By looking at the operating framework from a student lens, the RTO
can optimise processes from a perspective that is truly student
centric. Examples include tutoring and mentoring, truly adaptive
delivery and assessment, student progression management,
ensuring a student focus to timetabling, individualised training
and/or contextualised assessment and different ways for learners
to engage with learning.
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Employer Lens
OPERATING
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Implementing the framework from an employer lens provides
the RTO with an opportunity to build a more mutually beneficial
relationship with the employer and one that ultimately drives
down costs and keeps RTO learning, assessment and resources
up to date. This involves employer focused reporting, employer
involvement in negotiating training for their apprentices/trainees
and opportunities for valid and viable on the job learning and
assessment. The goal is to ensure that the relationship between
student, institute and employer is second nature and relationships are such that the employer gives back to the RTO as a
partner in quality education.
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The numbers behind successful transformation, McKinsey Quartley, October 2019

3

Vocational Education Training Reform Roadmap, Skills Senior Official’s Network

4

Strengthening Skills: Expert Review of Australia’s Vocational Education and Training System, The Honorable Steven Joyce,
Commonwealth of Australia 2019
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Institute Lens
An alternative starting point could be implementing the framework
through an institute lens.Efficiency, cost-effectiveness and
improving teacher utilisation are the key drivers.
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Focus on efficiency and
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ST

Getting the right people to do the right job, through the implementation of reliable organisation wide processes is imperative.
Implementing the right administrative reporting structure for the
RTO is critical to the success of this framework.

The Four lenses
through which you can
implement your
operating framework
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A focus on improving processes is required to increase efficiency
and cost effectiveness. Processes reduce the unseen costs
involved in duplicate efforts and facilitates a consistent user
experience for staff that will have a positive flow on effect to the
students, employers and industry. Improving teacher utilisation
by addressing administration deflection5, so that administrators
administer, and educators educate, ensures that higher paid
resources (educators) are utilised at the appropriate level and
more importantly, gives educators back some time to be innovative and focus on the student.
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Conclusion
The operating landscape for RTOs is changing.
Apprentice and employer needs, competition
with other RTOs, and government funding models
are all contributing to a seismic shift requiring
RTOs to be in the business of education and to
operate as viable competitive businesses. Actuose’s Operating Framework for Industry Skills
Development provides an holistic target that
RTOs can work towards in an incremental and
structured way.

By adopting the four-lens implementation, RTOs
can chart their journey to a new operating model
in manageable and affordable stages or singularly
focus on the area(s) that need attention. The key
is to understand these dimensions and how they
apply to your organisation to determine both your
current state and your implementation roadmap.

If you would like to have a conversation with our resident
education transformation expert about how we can help your
organisation, contact Jane Phipps on 0426 210 777
or jane.phipps@actuose.com.au.

In writing this whitepaper, we’ve drawn on the deep experience of our education consultants who have worked
closely with universities, vocational education institutes
and governing bodies over many years.
As a consequence of their expertise and insight, we’ve
identified common transformational issues, dynamic
ways to address them and practical pathways to satisfy
student and institutional need through modernisation,
business management, systemisation and innovation.
Would you like to know more?
Please get in touch 0437 669 490
or email info@actuose.com.au
Actuose
3405/7 Riverside Quay
Southbank Vic 3006
actuose.com.au
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